
JAMES I
The King is a thickset man of little more than medium height. His skin is remarkably soft and
white. His tongue is too large for his mouth making his speech thick and his drinking ungraceful,
'as if eating his drink.' His co-ordination is poor, his doublet ever encrusted with food, his walk
a species of jerky shambles, circular in nature, often leaning on a favorite, his fingers ever 
fiddling about his codpiece. He is highly intellectual and learned and yet  believes in witches;
and has been responsible for the torture, hanging and burning of many old women. He wears
a padded vest, lives in constant fear of assasination and indeed is one of the most, complicated,
superstitious neurotics ever to come to the the English throne.

GIFT GIVING AT COURT
At the palace of Whitehall, the giving and receiving of gifts (never money) for past or future
favors was common practice all through courtly society. Jewels, books, wine, game, hunting
hawks, dogs, even horses were common gifts. Last Christmas the Russian ambassador gave
King James sable furs, black foxes, ermines, hawks with hoods and mantles covering their
wings all embroidered with gold and pearl, a Persian dagger, a knife inlaid with stones and
pearls, Persian horse-clothes of cloth and gold, and a Persian kettle. Not all gifts were happily
received however, as a supposedly tame leopard presented by a Spanish ambassador almost
killed a little white fawn which was one of the royal pets. The fawn even had a woman 
especially employed for its care.

BEAR BAITING
The baited bear. Tied to the stake. Its dirty coat needs brushing. Dried mud and spume. Pale
dust. Big clumsy fists. Men bring dogs through the gate. Leather collars with spikes. Loose
them and fight. The bear wanders around the stake. It knows it can't get away. The chains.
Dogs on three sides. Fur in the mouth. Deeper. Flesh and blood. Strips of skin. Teeth scraping
bone. The bear crushes one of the skulls. Big feet slithering in dog's brain.

THE CLERGY ON THE THEATRE
As for the Players, do they not induce whoredom, insinuate foolery and renew the remembrance
of heathen idolatry? Nay, are they not rather plain devourers of maiden virginity and chastity?
For proof whereof, but mark the running and flocking to the Theatres, daily and hourly, time
and tide, to see plays: where such wanton gestures, such bawdy speeches, such laughing and
fleering, such kissing and bussing, such winking and glancing of wanton eyes is used, tis 
wonderful to behold. The cause of plagues is sin. The cause of sin is plays. Therefore,
the cause of plagues are plays!
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